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REJECTING UTTERLY THE
notion that there is no-W- nothing
in this world to which to look
forward, Stephen Leacock writes
of the urge for
something better
which has been
the mainspring of
human life.
"Race a f t e r
race'' he writes,
"nation after nation, carries forward the tradition of a coming
'millenium,' of a
'promised
land,'
of a 'Ki~gdom of
Heaven on Earth.'
The root idea of
it is sunk deep inDavies
to each of us.
Business men dream of good
times, schoolboys of the Christ-mas holidays, schoolgirls of ideal
husbands. Life lives on expecta-tion Even the gloomiest Marxian
can • get fun out of the coming
social catastrophe, and the dourest Scott can at least think of
damnation. · For everybody something, and for all m~nkind in · the
lump a sort of vast mass yearning, an 'urge' toward a perfected
world.

* *

* MR. ·LEACOCK:
CONTINUES
"Things that are without this die.
The dinosuar of prehistoric times
was eighty feet long and could
eat a ton of wet grass, without in-digestion. Beside it, man was a
puny, ape-like creature, always
puzzled and wishing that it could
use its thumb. But the dinosaur
had no ambition, no outlook.
When the grass got dry it flopped
over and died. Man went right
· on, working his thumb, and urging upward."

ladles no one knows how many
generations old.
On the unden
side of each handle is a hook~
carved there for the obvious pur.J.
pose of preventing the ladle from
slipping down into the stew. Thus
it appears that someone did think
of that little convenience. long,
long ago.
*
MISS RUDSER IS NOT A
mere whittler. She is an artist,
and she does beautiful carving on
wood, bone, metal, horn, fruit
pits-anything that comes her way.
She conducts classes in this work,
and one feature of her training \
is to show that beautiful work
can be done without the use of
expensive tools or materials. Her
most useful instrument is a sharp
penknife, and in her skilled hands
native woods and other material
easily accessible are made to yield
most beautiful· results.

*

*

*

*

ATTENTION *
TO PUZZLES 1
and problems has lagged over the
holidays.
Several correspondents
have worked on the problem of
the four balls, but none of them
I think, has solved it correctly.
This being a quiet day, let's go
over it.
The problem e.s given by Mr.
Umbrecht is:
Four balls, each one foot in
diamater, are stacked, three on a
table iand the fourth resting upon
them, all being in contact. How
far is the lower surface of the
upper ball from the table?

* *

*
ONE CORRE'
SPONDENT
gives the distance as 10.392 inches,
which would be correct if only
three balls were involved, one being placed perpendicularly above
the other two. But to reach its
final position according to the
terms of the problem the upper
ball must then roll down hill for1
*
* EDITOR some
THE HOUSEHOLD
distance, and the question
of the Ladies Home Journal is how much.
writes:
"Croo}ts can be useful! Proof
I HAVE DECIDED, PRETTY
of this is a ladle which we have well to my own satisfaction, that
just seen one which has e. the upper ball will be exactly nine l
crook in the handle, making a inches from the table, and that
hook to hang it over the kettle the rule which applies in all such
edge. This keeps the handle from cases may be stated briefly as
slipping into the stew. Isn't it follows:
queer that no one thought of that
When four spheres of equal size(
sooner?"
are stacked in the form of
*
pyramid, one resting on the othe
PROBABLY
I
SHOULDN'T three, and all in contact, the dis 1
have given the subject a. second tance of the upper sphere from the
thought had it not been that I base is equal to three-fourths of
had just been examining some of the sphere's diamater.
Miss Thelma Rudser's marvelous
I'm not at all dogmatic about
carving. In addition to her own this, and should like to hear from
work she has an interesting col- some mathematical shark who
lection of antiques from Norway, f knows a lot more about such
among them several wooden soup things than I do.

*

* * *

* *

1

3

SIX YEARS AGO I TALKED
with several Grand Forks men
whose business had taken them to
Washington shortly before the inauguration of President Roosevelt.
I was interested
in the gossip that
they brought t>ack
from the capital,
especially as to
the s e n t i m e n t
which they found
current concerning the incoming
a d mi n istration.
One after another reported that
they had found
in both business
and political circles a feeling, if
not of complete
Davtes
satisfa c t i o n, at
least of equanimity e,ver the prospect of a Roosevelt administration.

* *

THIS FEELING, *HOWEVER,
was coupled with one of anxiety
over Mr. Roosevelt's physical condition. His health had improved
greatly after his attack of infantile paralysis, but there were fears
that th.e burdens of his new office
might prove too great for him and
that he might collapse under the
strain. The prospect of his being
succeeded by Garner, vice president-elect, was said to be viewed
with genuine alarm, for no one
knew what might be expected of
the radical and erratic sort of man
that Garner was supposed to be.

* * *

HOW SENTIMENT CHANGES
with a few years' experience. Today
Mr. Roosevelt is regarded as the
erratic and unpredictable member
of the team and Garner as the dependable and stabilizing element in
the administration. No man in the
recent public life of the nation has
grown more greatly or more rapidly in public appreciation than has
"Cactus J a.ck" Garner in the past
six years. He is a politician, devoted heart and soul to his party.
Liberal in his attitude toward legislation, he clings stubbornly to
such antiquated notions as maintenance and observance of the constitution, economy and efficiency
in administration, avoidance of indebtedness, and restriction of government to those functions which
are governmental rather than
managerial. For the first time in
many years he had made the office
of vice president count for somethin~ in the national government,
~nd 1f the Democratic party is kept
~nta~t during the coming two years
1t will be largely due to his influence.

* *

* HAVE BEEN
ATTEMPTS
made in the past to make the vice
presidency a working instrument
of the government.
President
Harding inaugurated the policy of
having the vice president sit in at

cabinet sessions. Vice President
Coolidge tried it a few times and
then quietly dropped out. He felt
himself to be a sort of fifth wheel.
Dawes undertook to reform senate
procedure and was snubbed for his
pains. We shall never know what
sort of vice president Theodore
Roosevelt would have been if McKinley's assassination had not deprived him of that experience. Certainly he would not have been
satisfied to be bottled up, but his
were not the quiet, unobtrusive
methods of Garner, and probably
they would not have been as effective.

* * *

E. H. TUFTE SENDS IN CORrect solutions of several of the
puzzles which have been given in
this column. He writes:
"I have been informed that you
have an interesting problem concerning a monkey and coconuts.
I. would appreciate having it published."

*

II

* *

I CAME ACROSS THE COCOnut problem years ago in a story
written by Ben Ames Williams. It
interested me and I passed it on
to my readers, and I found that
many of them were interested also. Many of them used up no end
of paper and pencils working on
it, but only one or two succeeded
in solving it. Perhaps a new crop
of readers would like to try it now.
Here it is:

* * *

FIVE SAILORS AND THEIR
pet monkey were stranded on an
.island where nothing grew but
coconuts. They gathered all the
nuts and heaped them in a pile,
agreeing to divide them equally so
that each man should have his
exact share. On the night after
the nuts had been assembled one
greedy sailor, eager to get more
than his share, stole cautiously
from his sleeping mates, counted
the nuts into five equal piles, and
had one left over, which he gave
to the monkey. He hid one of the
piles for himself, piled the rest \
together and returned to sleep, intending to participate also in the
later division. The next night another sailor repeated the performance, stealing one-fifth of the
nuts except that there was an odd
one which he gave to the monkey.
On succeeding nights each man
followed suit, each having one nut
left over, which he gave to the,
monkey. Then the grand division [.
took place. The nuts in the diminished pile were divided equally
among the five men, and that time
there was no remainder.
What is the smallest number of ·
nuts that could be in the original
pile and make this possible. It
should be noted that I am asking
for the smallest number that
would fit the conditions.
Otherwise the number of correct answers would be infinite.

I

HAVE
YEARS
TWELVE
brought many changes in th! political history of North Dakota since
league became a
in the state's affairs. One of the
remarkable features of League
history was the
rapidity of its
rise to power.
Coming into existence only after the legislative
session of 1915, it
swept the state
in the election of
1916, electing all
the major state
officials, a n d
gaining complete
control of the
Davies
house of representatives. It missed control of the
senate in that year only because
half the members of that body held
over.

* *

*

COMPARABLE, ALSO, WITH
the league's sudden rise to power
is the completeness with which its
found, ·, A, C. Townley, dropped
from :ght after a career seldom
equal( , in American politics for
its spectacular features. Until 1915
few residents of North Dakota had
heard of Mr. Townley. He had lived in North Dakota for a few
years, had achieved some local
prominence as a member of a Socialist group in the northwestern
part of the state where controversies in which he had been involved
led to his withdrawal. He had engaged in flax raising on a grandiose scale out in the Golden Valley section, his operations there
resulting in the accumulation of
a large quantity of bills and ac, counts payable, and not much else.
Then he began his crusade for the
creation of a farmers' political organization.

*

*

*
TOWNLEY PROVED
HIMself, up to a certain point, a master organizer. He did much of the
early field work in person, driving
from farm to farm and interviewing key men in many localities. If
the farmer whom he approached
.1 appened to be plowing, Townley
would say to his traveling comIpanion, "You take this man's team
and plow while I talk to him." The
result would often be the enlist'ment of a new solicitor who would
~ake up the work in his locality.

I

* *

*
'JNE FEATURE WHICH
WAS
'/er overlooked was the colleen of dues. At first these were
ed at the modest rate of three
lars, but the charge was raised
,. $6.00, and ultimately to $18 for
• · Lwo-years' membership. Whenever possible collection was made in
idvance. When cash was not available post-dated checks were accepted, and enough money was raised
in this way to keep a large staff

busy. In addition, lump sum donations, sometimes in large amounts,
were received from farmers of
means, for the crusader was able
to inspire faith in his movement,
which, to many of its members, became a sort of religion."

I
I

* *

* SUCCESS
FOLLOWING THE
of his movement in the 1916 election, Townley continued his· agitation and tried to crystalize into a II
definite program what had been
at first not much more than a gesture of protest. As originally outlined that program contemplated
the creation of a completely socialized state, though many of the
league members protes:ted against r
being called Socialists. But the
program called for the establishment of state banks, state mills
and elevators, state factories of
many kinds, state stores, and in
general the conduct by the state
of most of the business ordinarily
transacted by individuals.

*

*

*

WHILE TOWNLEY WAS SUCcessful in that part of organization work which consisted in appealing to the prejudices and emotions of the multitude, he was a
poor financier, and he was unable
to control the rapacity of some of
his lieutenants. Friction developed
within the higher circles of the
league. The home-building program
proved a dismal failure. The Consumers' Stores, organized as a
private enterprise, but with the
purpose that it should become a
state activity, sickened and died.
Townley was deposed from leadership, to drift into other enterprises,
none of which was successful.

* *

*
MOST REMARKABLE
OF ALL
this man's achievements was his
famous oil adventure. With the
background of failure of one after
another of the financial schemes
which he had promoted, he was
nevertheless able to borrow from
men to whom he was already heavily indebted still larger sums on
his unsecured notes without any:
conditions prescribed as to the
purposes for which the money was
to be used. The understandjng was
that the funds would be used t
finance prospecting in Stutsman or
Kidder county where it was repre
sented that oil of remarkably high
quality had been discovered. This .
however, was not made part of th
contract. A stockade was buil
around the alleged oil well, an
there meetings were held and sub
scriptions were received. The pro
ceedings were conducted wit
great secrecy, and only the chose
ones were admitted. Nothing has
been heard of that oil "discovery"
for years, and Townley has dropped into obscurity, to emerge occasionally for a fleeting hour and
then drop back again. If he should
make his appearance at Bismarck
now, what would his reception be?
It would be interesting to watch.

I

I

ONE OF THE FEW PRESENT
employes of the University of
North Dakota whose service dates
back to the early years of President Merrifield's administration is
E. J. O'Keefe,
engineer at the
plant, who, as a
boy, began his
duties there firing the boilers of
the heating plant
with cordwood.
The job called
for 12 hours of
work each day,
with as much overtime as might
be n e c es s a r y,
without
extra
pay. The compensation w a s
$20 a month, with
Davtes
board and room. The board, says
Mr. O'Keefe, was all right. The
"room" C{.nsisted of a sort of shelf
near the engine on which his bedding was spread, which swayed
with the vibrations of the engine, and from which he was
hoisted one night by a big drive
belt which had broken loose.

clean shirt and underwear, he
asked some of the boys what he
should do about his laundry. "Oh,"
said someone, "just take it up to
the president's office and leave
word when you want it back. He
takes core of all that." White put
his stuff in a laundry bag, marched
into the president's office, laid the
bag on the presidential desk and
said to the astonished Dr. Merrifield, "I'd like to have this back
Friday, if you please."

* * *

THOSE WERE THE DAYS BEfore the appearance on the scene
of Vilhjalmur Stefansson, who is
accepted generally as the arch
prankster of the institution. But
he was not the only one. The place
was full of them. Mr. O'Keefe recalls i:he adventure in hypnotism
of H. G. Lykken, who afterward
became city engineer of Grand
Forks and is now a member of an
important engineering firm in the
cities. McEwan, famous entertainer
in that line, had been giving demonstrations in hypnotism and mindreading at the Met, and the boys
at the U were imitating him as
best they could. Young Lykken
conceived the idea that he actually
possessed hypnotic powers and the
others humored him by "going to
sleep" under his passes. Some of
them persuaded him to play a joke
on one of his "subjects," and Lykken consented.

* * *
DEMONSTRATION

THE
WAS
to be in a room where there was a
bathtub full of water. Lykken was
to put his subject to sleep, then
tell him that the bathtub was a
lake and that he was going for a
swim. The subject was then to
plunge in, clothes and all. That's
what Lykken thought. The others
thought differently. Lykken bent
his piercing gaze on his subject
and made impressive passes at
him, but while he was absorbed in
this work the crowd of huskies
seized him and dumped him instead of the subject into the water.

* * *

THEN THERE WAS A BOY
named White, who came from
somewhere up-country and had
never before seen a place as large
as Grand Forks was then. Shortly
after his arrival, having donned

*

* *

THOSE WERE THE BICYCLE
days, and everyone who could
muster a bike rode one. A shed was
provided for storage of bicycles,
and, in strict observance of the
proprieties, the boys' and girls'
machines were separated by a partitian, each with its separate entrance. President Merrifield had
treated himself to a new Columbia,
a wheel which at that time cost
$125, and he was very proud of it.
Young White, who had become
quite accustomed to the place, had
a passion for fixing things, and he
could rarely be found without a
screw-driver and a pair of pliers in
his pocket. Really, he made himself very useful.

* * *

SOMEONE REP O RTE D TO
White that the president woud like
him to clean and overhaul the new
bicycle. White responded promptly
and went to work with a will. Then
another student, casually entering
the president's office, remarked, "I
see you are having your bicycle
overhauled." "No," said Prexy. "I'm
not having anything done to the
bicycle. What do you mean?"
"Why," said the student, "I saw
White taking it to pieces and I
supposed you had told him to do
it. I wonder if he can get it together again." The president made
his longest and most rapid strides
to the bicycle shed, and there he
found White having a huge time,
with wheels, nuts, bolts and springs
lying all around him. The bike was
reassembled, and Prexy rode it for
many a year.

* *

:ir:

ALL HIS LIFE MR. O'KEEFE
has worked with machinery and
everything pertaining to it. "I like
it," he said to me. "It's fascinating
work. And there are so many new
things being discovered that it
makes one regret that some day he
must leave it all, with such a lot
of things yet to be learned. Really, I can't imagine any kind of
work being uninteresting. I have
even found it interesting to dig
a hole for a sewer or water main.
Down there the temperature is just
about right and one can dig and
at the same time think about
something else. And the hole itself is interesting. There are layers of clay of different colors and
layers of sand and pebbles, and
one wonders how they all got there
and how many million years it took
to place them were they are. It's
great to be alive."

I LIKED THE C A P TIO N
they put on a little paragraph
on the front page of Friday's
paper. The story was of C. P.
s t on e issuing
orders by long
d i s ta nee telep b on e to the
tax commissioner's office after
be bad slipped

ot Ifs territory or Impairing Its

independence. Often the purpose
for which war may be waged
and the manner in which It
must be waged are confused.
When a nation once goes to war
the purpose for which the war
was undertaken becomes of no
importance for the moment.
When one is attacked by a bandlt be either submits or resists.
If he resists, he performs just
out of town °unas he would if he were trying to
beknownst,"
rob the bandit. He attempts with
leaving the ·door
all his might to overpower his
locked, and the
office had l:,een
assailant.
Consciousness of the
taken over by
j u s t I c e o f his cause may
the regular apstrengthen bis arm, but it will
p o int e e. The
Da\'1"9
not cause him to pull bis punches.
h e a d 1 in e read "Stone Keeps He will strike where his blows
Pitching." The funny part of It will do bis adversary the most
is that Stone kept on going harm. Similarly the nation which
through the motions of pitching goes to war to defend itself must
after the game was over and all strike the enemy wherever he
the folks had gone home. The can be found, whether on the
whole tax commission incident high seas or on his own terriwill take its place as one of the tory. Quite conceivably a purely
richest of the numerous farcical defensive war may become a war
Incidents In North Dakota's po- of Invasion without the slightest
Utica! history.
People are •till departure from its original purwonderlng
why Mr.
Langer pose.
should have pl&yed such a prac"IT'S THE CITY WATER,"
tical joke on his friend Stone,
and how Stone could have been Is the explanation volunteered for
so unsuspecting as to fall for it. almost every type of ailment that
affects a community.
In the
GOVERNOR MOSES RECOM- more or less good old days, when
mends either that the single- our ancestors lived in caves and
chamber legislature
plan be grubbed in the earth to get wild
adopted for North Dakota or roots for food, illness affecting
that the membership of each of the tribe was explained on the
the two houses be severely re- ground that the gods were angry.
duced. As a result of persistent Mumps, smallpox and stomacheffort by Senator Norris, Ne• ache called for propitiatory cerebraska now has a one-chamber monies and sacrifices in order
leglslatu~e. Wll,en Norris first that the curse might be removed.
proposed the plan the Idea was There had to be o.n explanation
quite generally treated as re- for all the ills which befell the
volutionary and fraught with race, and about the easiest thing
great danger, although nearly was to place responsibility on the
all the Canadian provinces, just gods.
across the line, have used that
*
plan ever since their organlzaTHE OLD TRIBAL GODS
tion, and they seem to operate have lost standing with us, and
just about as well, and just about for many of us the city water
as poorly, as do most American has taken their place. There Is
states. Adoption of the plan In scarcely a physical ill, from corns

I

* * *

* * *

* *

Nebraska did not

prove

disas~ to catarrh, which somebody does
....._ to tlie city
miracles that some of its advo· There has to be an explanation,

......., nor bu It wrought the cates expected.

* * *

IT IS TO BE SAID IN FAvor of the bi-camera! plan that
it provides greater opportunity
for the careful consideration of
proposed legislation that does
the single-chamber plan. When
operating at its best mea.<Jures
originating In one house and
shaped by committees they &re
re-examined by the other house
and its committees, thus facilitating the discovery and elimlna·
t!on of undesirable features. Also, with half the members of
one body holding over that body
may serve as a check on unwise
legislation which might be passed by a single body in response
to a passing emotional wave. On
the other band, with two chambers as usually constituted, one
may serve merely to obstruct
legislation originating
in the
other. Neither plan of itself will
insure good government.

* * *

MOST OF OUR PEOPLE ARE
In favor of having the United
States equipped adequately for
defensive purposes. Few of them
would favor a war of aggression,
that Is, a war waged for the purpose of despoiling another nation

and the water is a convenient
scrapegoat. A few weeks ago,
when the round of Intestinal dlssurbances began, there was the
usual explanation: "City water."
Then it was learned that a. lot of
people were affected who drink
only imported spring water. But
still the explanation held, for
city water is used In the preparation of many foods. Presently
ft wu learned that the same
sort of trouble was pre va I en t
among our farm neighbors, many
of whom never come In contact
with city water In any form. And
the malady, It _is now learned,
exists in other states, and even /
in foreign countries.

* * *

ALL OF THIS HAS TO SOME
degree shaken faith In city water
as the cause of this particular
malady, but it has not removed
the tendency to ascribe whatever
happens to the most convenient
thing that presents itself. And
we may expect that for a long
time to come the city water will
continue to serve In the place of
the old and outmoded tribal gods
as a sufficient explanation for
whatever happens and for which
no other explanation presents itself.

GRAND FOJitKS PE O PL E in 24 hours. The offer, of course,
have become accustomed to-. see- was not accepted."
· ing Manitoba. cars on their streets
*
and Winnipeg visitors around the
IT HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED
city over week-ends, and especial-I that King George and Queen Elizaly on Canadian beth will be in Winnipeg on May
holidays. Use of 24, arriving at 11 A.M. and leaving
the automobile, at 7 P.M. Undoubtedly many visitof course, has fa- ors from this side will be there to .
cilitated these get a glimpse of the royal couple. A
visits, but before large contingent went from Grand
the automobile Forks in 1924 when the attraction
there was fre. was Edward, then prince of Wales, r
quent
exchange later King Edward VIII, and now
of visits between in retirement as duke of Windsor.
the two cities.
ll<
Fairs in each city
MAY 24, THE DAY ON WHICH
were attended by the royal guests will visit Winnit r a i n I o ad s of peg, is the anniversary of the birth
neighbors from of Queen Victoria, and during her
the other side of long reign the day was observed in
the line, and sev- her honor as a holiday throughout
Davies
eral of Winni- the empire. After her death her
peg's civic holidays were marked son, Edward VII, ruled against ofby visits of that city's 75th battal- ficial celebration of his own birthion to Grnnd Forks.
day, but that the birthday of his
* *
mother should continue to be obON THOSE OCCASIONS THE served as Empire day, and this
Winnipeg militiamen came uni- custom has been followed ever
formed and armed and gave ex- since,
hibition drills here. It was necesIN MY SCHOOL *DAYS MAY
sary on such occasions to obtain
special permission from Washing- 24 was an important day because
ton for the entrance into the Unit- it was a holiday, and as the day
ed States of armed forces of a for- approached we youngsters would
eign nation, but that was a mere march up and down the school
formality, and there was no diffi- yard chanting this jingle:
Twenty-fourth of May
culty about it. On the first of those
Is Queen's birthday;
visits it was -reported that armed
I troops of the British empire were If you don't give us a holiday
We'll all run away.
entering the United· States for the
We never had to run away befirst time since the war of 181.2.
That, it seems, was not quite cor- cause there never was any quesrect, for it appears that in 1838 a tion about the holiday.
small contingent of -British-Cana* *
dian troops operated in a fringe of
I FIND THAT MY SOLUTION
western New York in search of of the four-ball problem was
participants in the Canadian re- wrong. I had my suspicions, but
bellion of 1837-38. The London couldn't quite satisfy myself. N. B.
Times has recently republished Knapp, who gives mathematical
from its edition of December 10, training to the high school stu- (
1938, this account of an episode dents, set me right, and now it's
at what was then the Indian village perfectly clear. The upper balJ will
of Caughnawaga, in western New be 9.7978 inches from the base, as I
York:
had it. Also, I have received from
W.
Treumann, who writes from'f
* AN IN- SanB.Haven,
"AT CAUGHNAWAGA,
a · correct solution ildian village, the rebels were most lustrated with diagrams and exsignally and singularly discomfited planatory text. I should like to
by the gallant warriors of that publish it, but it would be difficult
' place. While they were at church to follow without the diagrams.
information was brought to them The essential feature, however, is 1
by· one of their women that in the altitude of the tetrahedro:q
searching for a stray cow in the formed by lines drawn from cex1: ·
woods she had discovered a large ter to center of the four spheres. .'.
body of armed men secreted.
· .,,,"The chief, instantly susp_ecting
FIRST RETURNS FROM THl. ,·, n it was a party of rebels met coconut
problem come frori...,
.he purpose of attacking them Dwight Johnson and Kenneth
tiey issued from the church, Johnstone, who write jointly from
- )d not for the close of the the University giving the correct
=-<l,e, but giving the alarm to his answer. This answer was reached,
, -:>rs • * * hastened to the they write, after six hours of solid
where the party lay conceal- deliberation, which might have
been less had it not been for . an
,:, ,he chief gave the formidable error in division. After that ord'ieal
rhoop, and, throwing himself -t hey say they are "tired, but ali~
' ."
I am no giving eeeeeeeeeeee, -,
,
, their principal leader, wrest"J. his gun from him and made that problem yet, as I know th
him prisoner.
others are wrestling with
"Panic-stricken by this resolute Meanwhile, the young men w.
conduct, the poltroons, who were have solved it may be intereste,
much superior in numbers, scarce- in continuing their labors. Th,-,
ly made even a show of resistance. number which they give is th•!Upward of 70 of them were made smallest number that will .c omp].(
:Prisoners by the Indians. * * *
with the conditions of the problem
"The chief, on being thanked by Now, what is the next possibl
Sir John Colborne for his spirited number, and the next? There is f.
conduct, characteristically enough regular sequence that governs, a
replied that if it was desired he wen as a simple formula that can
, would bring in the scalp of every be applied to _all such cases. It's
_habitant in his neighborhood with- rather interesting to dig these out,

*

*_

*

*

*

* *

*

-*

*

* *

*

t

JUST WHAT IS PROPAGAN- traits of others are likewise truthful, and the book is well written,
one form ~r another that the reader gives it a high place on
question is being asked in many his list, even though he may disquarters since the appearance of agree diametrically with the auth·
the little group or's philosophy.
of Winnipeg play*
ers at the High
THERE ARE BOOKS, HOWschool auditorium ever, intended to present points of
the other night. view and influence sentiment,
The question is which the reader casts aside, not
prompted by the because he does not agree with the
character of two sentiment expressed, but because
of the one-act he believed the facts have been
plays presented. distorted for the purpose of misBoth the first leading him. He classifies such a
and the last of book as "propaganda," and makes
those plays con- a distinction between that and an
stituted
expres- honest attempt to influence opinion
sions of opinions by rational interpretation of facts.
or attitudes with
reference to highTHE STAGE HAS BEEN A
Davtes
ly
controversial convenient medium for disseminapolitical and social subjects. The tion of propaganda, and many modobvious purpose of the first was ern plays have apparently been
not to arouse sympathy for the written, not for the purpose of
helpless victims of the Spanish presenting· artistically a segment
civil war as such, but to create of real life, but of influencing
sentiment favorable to the Loyalist, opinion in favor of this or that
or government side in that con- ism regardless of facts. The two
flict and to satirize French, Brit- little plays just presented here
ish and American refusal to par- were obviously. written from that
ticipate in that conflict by giving standjoint. Just what their effect
substantial aid to the Loyalists.
may be it is difficult to estimate.
As a rule appeals from the stage,
* PLAY OF THE like those from the soap-box, if
THE LAST
series is in tended similarly to ·set based on distortion of truth,
forth in dramatic form the, right- though they may please the rabble,
eousness of the .c ause of strikers in whose attitude is already fixed,
some of the recent labor disturb- have slight influence on the actual
ances in some of the important in- formation of opinion.
dustrial cities. Strikers are represented as being oppressed and
PRESUMABLY RE SID ENTS
even murdered ·bY rapacious i.ndus- of Grand Forks will have little
tria1ists. The plan contains no sug- need to consider form and ceregestion that there is another side mony on the occasion of the visit
· to the question. The strikers are of King George. and Queen Eliza-1
represented as wholly in the right beth to Winnipeg. Probably many
and their employers wholly in the of our people will drive to Winni:wrong.
peg to see the royalties, but the
view will be at some distance, and
A . BOOK WHICH DEALS WITH personal presentations will scarcelife in fictionized form, or a play, ly be in order. But when the crown
iWhose characters and situations prince and princess of Norway v~ ~;t
are created by the author, if it is Grand Forks we sh.all need to ue
rto have value as a serious work, on our best behavior, and it has
must portray life as it is, or, at been suggested that a committee
least, as the author believes it to on ceremonial be created to study ·
be. The reader of the book passed procedure and determine who is
judgment on it in accordance with who and what is what. Only the
his estimate of its truthfulness in other day Grace Moore caused a
this respect.. If he finds that the ruckus by curtseying to the duchess
hero is represented as speaking of Windsor when it appears that
and doing, and thinking as the according to all the authorities the
t kind of person he is supposed to lady rates only a bow. We can't
be would speak, and do, and think afford to have anything like that
in like circumstances, and if por- happen in Grand Forks.

Ida?In
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J. H. GRIFFIN, WINTERING
as usual at Bradenton, Florida,
continues the good work of keeping me posted on what's doing in
Florida. I have
just received a
copy of the New
Year's issue of
the St. Petersburg
Times, which is
a handsome number, most creditable to the progressive city in
which it is published. The paper is especially
interesting to me
because it's editor
is W. L. Straub,
who preceded me
a13 editor of the
Davies
Grand Forks HerI have mentioned Straub on
some other occasions, but this issue of the Times calls for some
:(urther comment.

* * *

ternoon paper which, after several
ups and downs, had been acquired
by a committee working for the
re-election of Senator Hansbrough,
suspended its daily issue upon
Hansbrough's election in January,
1897, and began to make tim~ as
a weekly for which there was no
place. Winship, of the Hera.Id,
had opposed Hansbrough, and considerable bitterness had been generated in the contest. Even after
the election of their man the leaders of the Hansbrough crowd had
their tomahawks out for Winship.

* * *

ONE DAY STRAUB REPORTed that he had been approached by
some of the Hansbrough people
with a tentative proposal for him
to take over and operate the
weekly News, and he submitted to
Winship the form of contract setting forth the terms on which he
would be willing to accept. 'rhe
contract was very simple. Practtcally all it contained was a set
of stipulations that for a stated
sum, the amount of which I have
forgotten, Straub should assume
control of the News, should operate it as a weeli'ly newspaper,
and should be eptltled to whatever
earnings it might make. As a matter of fact, there were no earnings
of any account, and no prospect
of any.
I

I HAVE FORMERLY MENtioned that along in the nineties,
after spending a few winters 'in
what was then the little village of
St. Petersburg, Straub settled there
permanently, bought out a
decrepit little weekly paper, and made
1 a daily of it. He enlisted men of
capital in his enterprise. and the
paper has kept pace in every way
IT WAS QUITE WELL UNDERwith the growth of the city, whose stood that the purpose was to get
population is now about 50,000. Straub away from the Herald and
Through the years Straub has con- have him irritate and annoy Wintinued as editor.
, ship with pen and pencil. Winship
looked the contract over and handALWAYS HANDY WITH A edit back with the remark "That's
pencil, Straub did effective car- all right, but they'll 11ever be such
toon work for the Herald, and he fools as to sign it.'' Within a few
also did some painting. About -1903, days Straub showed him the conwhen St. Petersburg had a popu- tract, all signed, sealed and atlation of some 2,000, he conceived tested. The conspirators had swalthe idea of painting the St. Peters- lowed it, line, hook and sinker.
burg of the future. There were
then no airplanes from which
STRAUB TOOK POSSESSION,
bird's-eye views could be taken, turned the plant over to the forebut the friendly skipper of a boat man, Fred Beck, and told him to
that was docked at St. Petersburg go ahead and make what he could
much of the time rigged up a of it, if anything. For the paper
crow's nest on one of the masts of he drew a cartoon or two, wrote a
his schooner, and from that point few editorial , paragraphs, then
Straub made sketches which served sat back and waited. After some
as the basis for a large painting interval one of the Hansbrough
on which the artist spent more committee met Straub and asked
than a year. That picture is re- him when he was gcing to "open
produced in the New Year's issue up." Straub replied smilingly that
of the Times, and with it a pho- he had already opened up and was
tograph of the city as it is to- getting out a paper eyery , week.
day.
"But," sputtered the other, "you
were to attack Winship." Straub
BETWEEN THE TWO PIC- said that he didn't remember about
tures there is a striking similari- anything of that 1:1ort being in the
ty. In his work Straub straight- contract. .The contract was examened out the water front, lined out ined. and nothing of the sort was
a wide boulevard, laid out streets found, because it wasn't there.
where no streets existed, and
* * CONSTERNApainted in a wide expanse filled
THERE WAS
with buildings, parkways, and oth- tion among the Hansbrough men
er evidences of progress. 'l'he ac- and talk of legal proceedings, but
tual photograph shows that the the lawyers agreed that the concity has followed closely the trend tract was good and that Straub
that the artist gave it, though it was living up to it, The conspirasurpassed his imagination in the tors were faced with the prospect
size and number of important busi- of being held responsible for
ness buildings. The prophetic pie- Straub's salary for the duration of
tire is to become the property of the contract, which I think was
two years. Meanwhile, Straui:> could
the city.
turn the paper against them if he
I RECALL ONE INCIDENT OF wished to do so. There was nothhis life in Grand l?orks m which ing to do but settle, which they
Straub played an interesting, and, did, on terms entirely satisfactory
to some of us, an amusing part. to Straub, wllo stepped out, smiling
The Northwest News, a small af-, as ever.

*

* *

* * *

* * *

* * *

*

* * *

1

ONE OF THE INTERESTING
books of the new year is "Adventures of America, 1857-1900," being
a collection of pictures from Harper's Weekly during the years -covered, with accompanying descriptive text by John
A. Kowenhoven.
The book is a
large publication,
with pages · 9 by
12 inches and it
co n ta in s hundreds of ill ustrations reproduced
from the pages
of the old Weekly, which, in its
time, was perhaps the mbst influential of ·· all
Davtes
American periodicals. To those who lived during
the half-century covered by the
collection many of the pictures
will still be familiar. Nast's cartoons did more than amuse; they
made history. It is difficult to decide whether the downfall of the
infamous Tweed ring · that dominated the city of New York. and exercised a malign influence on the
affairs of the nation itself was
due more to Nast's cartoons , or to
the unrelenting war waged ~m
Tammany by the New York Times.
Tweed himself is said to have re~
marked "I don't care what they
say about me-but them damned
pictures!"

* * *

THE ILLUSTRATIONS, HO\V,.
ever, are not all cartoons. There
are serious drawings by Nast of
scenes during the Civil war, and
by Remington, Abbey and other
artists depicting the social parade
in New York, a train snowbound
en route from New York to distant Illinois, the crude structure
that served as the state capitol of
· Kansas, and others illustrative of
manners and customs in a most
colorful peripd.

*

*

*

THAT PERIOD .WITNESSED
the rise and fall, so to speak, .of
the hoopskirt, and there are pictures. showing that remarkable
article of attire in all its voluminous expanse. A humorous cartoon
I shows a policeman rebuking a
child for rolling her hoop on a
f public sidewalk and thus impeding
traffic, while a lady in the most

I

billowing of skirts hitches up her
harness with an indignant sniff.

.:

*

'*

*

.

ONE IS REMINDED . BY PICtures and text of the _d ays when
Barnum was the greatest showman
of the world; when bath houses
opened d.i:r;ect into the ' water, so
that females, though clothe~ in the
unwieldy . swimming costumes of
that day, might not scandalize the
public by being seen walking
across the beach; when fortunes
were wiped out by the stock · exchange crash of a Black :F riday;
when technological change: broughtl
its problems to the conntrysi'de, to \
the maritime ports and to the industrial centers; when the bicycle
was an instrument of sport rather
than of utility; down to the time
when there were enough crude automobiles to provide material for
general hilarity. Pictures anci text
together present a
fascinating
panorama of a life many of whose
aspects are almost forgotten in the
rush of events during more recent
years.
1

* *

*

THE GREAT PUBLICATIONB
of that era have either disappear{., .... ,
altogether or been so changed in J
form as to be unrecognizable. Not
only is this true of such weeklies
as Harper's and Leslie's, but the
monthly magazines have met similar fate. Harper's, Scribner's, Century, even the Atlantic, have either
been forced out of ,the procession (
or been compelled to march to new
and ·unfamiliar tunes. The change~
that have been made are not mere- I
ly in . form. The content of the
magazines that survive is quite
different. Perhaps some of the
change ls in the direction of improvement. But much of it represent~ the lowering ·· of standa~d;;;
and a yielding to the spirit of jazz.

!

. '

* * -* .

.
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·I 4M STILL , KEEPING .P ROf oundly secret the answer .to the ·
coconut .Problem, which seems to
have attracted more attention than
when I first published it years ago.
Another correct answer came from
Sidney Fladeland, of Grygla, Minn., j
and I ., know of several who are 1
struggling with it but who have
not yet arrived. I am hoping · to
hear from some who have worked
out formulas by means of which t
this and other . similar problems I
can be worked with certainty. The
governing rules are decidedly interesting.
1

MY GRANDFATHER SED 'l"O ideal for breakfast. The headcheese
tell about an old Engl· h villager is just right for noon luncheon.
of his acquaintance ~ o was so Thus far we have had to buy what
religious that he abstai ed almost we eat for dinner.
entirely from work. For work he
substituted prayI HAVE WRITTEN OFTEN
er. He prayed for · about the food products of the
what he wanted farm of the old eastern farms. I ~
instead of get- am by no. means unappreciative of
tin g out and the factory-prepared foods of tohustling for it. day. Many of them are excellent.
On one occasion Some are superior to what can be
he prayed long produced on the farm~ . for the facand fervent 1 y tory has facilities which the farm
that the Lord lacks. But in its preparation of
would send him a many foods the factory must cater
potato pie down to the average taste, whereas the
th e ch i m n e y. farm is . gloriously independent.
When the potato There the product can be seasoned,
pie and
other and flavored, and otherwise prethings were not pared, precisely to suit the tastes
forthco m in g he of thos€ who prepare it, and in that
Davies
attributed th at field the farm is beyond the reach
fact to some deficiency in the of factory competition. ·
form of his prayer. Work was
*
undertaken only as a last and
I HAVE BEEN READING A
desperate measure, to be em- little about . incentive taxation,
. ployed as briefly and slightly as which is something that I don't
possible.
understand, any more than I un1
derstand some other forms of taxaI AM MORE FORTUNATE tion. The general idea seems to be
than that indolent Englishman. to use the _taxing power to induce
Without either work or prayer on people to do what they would not
the subject, pleasant things come do otherwise, lowering the tax
my way. A few weeks ago on a rate to those whose activities are
train I sat with Paul Wagner, and calculated to promote social welin the conversation eatables were fare and increasing the rate to
mentioned. We compared notes on others. ,Thus, according to one adthe ways in which meats were vocate of the plan, the employer
cured in my old home in Canada who keeps on his payroll more
and in his in Pennsylvania. I men- persons than are called for by the
tioned some methods unfamiliar normal requirements of , his busito
him, and he described some ness will have his. taxes reduced,
1
processes of which I had not heard. and the capitalist who fails to keep
Recently Paul visited the old Penn- his money usefully employed will
sylvania home country, and since be penalized by a high tax rate.
his return he has sent me a yard
* * *
1 or so of excellent country sausage,
THE PART ABOUT PROVIDl made as they know how to make ing employment might be all right 1
1 in
the old Pennsylvania farms, so far as the ·taxpayer is concerned
with enough buckwheat flour to if the taxes were reduced enough to
make the pancakes that go with it. take care of the extra salaries paid.
* *
The load w·o uld then be carried
1
!
AGAIN, I HAVE SOMETIMES through the government by the
referred in this column to head- taxpayers in general. But the man
cheese. My references have been with a little money on hand who 1
appreciativ:e, for I do like head- does not know what to do with it /
cheese, properly made, but it had would be in a tough spot. ,There
i not occurred to me that anyone was a time when it would yield
: might give me some. But along him a little interest if deposited in
. came a package by mail from Mrs. the bank, but that's all over. Now,
Aaron Legg, o( Forest River, con- according to the new plan, he is to
taining a large sample of head- be tax~d just for owning the money
cheese, made just as it should be and b~ing unable to make it earn
1
made. The sausage. and cakes are anything for him.
.

* *

*

* *

* * *

*

1

were
s om e criminal
lntent. Probably
Mr. Benny has
never been indieted b e f o r e.
therefore he is
not f a m i I i a r
with the procedure. A perfect-

upon the presentation of a petltion signed by a requisite number of citizens.

* *

HAS BEEN INteruted In tile amazing career
of Philip Muslca, alias Coster,
who, after a series of criminal
experiences which landed him In
prison, continued hi.I crlmlnalltyl

ly innocent per-

under another name for

son may be indieted, for an
Davies
I n d I c t men t
amounts merely to the formal
flllng of a cha~ •
..,...
one Is held for trial. A grand
jury has before It the complaint
submitted by the prosecuting offlclal. It hears testimony submltted In support of that complaint, and if it believes that such
testimony, uncontroverted, is sufflclent to warrant conviction, It
returns an Indictment and the accused person 18 held for trial,
The grand Jaz,: ~ iii.
side of the CS11e, and an Indictment by It creates no legal presumption of guilt.

and attained a position of wealth
and rupectahWty. Expoaure of
a ot traa4 Ill high tlnaneial
cfrclN ~ ~ conaideralllli Gllmmellt dm,gatory to big
buslneu and the capltallat system In general. When such a
case arises I find satisfaction In
the thought that while such-and·
such a person turned out to be
a scoundrel, the country Is full of
people, big and little, who are
not scoundrels. Many of them
are engaged In business In a big .
way, p1'0!1Uclng or distributing
poda, 8Jllll,loyj.ng labor, meeting
payrolls, doing their utmost to
give their associates, their customers and their employee a
square deal. The fact that the
whole nation Is shocked by con•
spicuous cases of misbehavior Is
evidence that such cases are
mere specks on a apple which,
after all, Is pretty sound.

* * *

SMUGGLING IS A CRIME
against the national government.
But It Is a crime to which many
otherwise law-abiding persons
are addicted, a crime whlcb. they
will commit without any com•
punctions,
wb.oB&
f t I JI n
generates In theJD a feeling of
satisfaction, and about which
they are Inclined to boast when
they can do so with safety. Such
persons seldom go In for smugglIng on a commercial basis, but
they will smuggle articles of
clothing, bits of jewelry and otller
objects, for theti' own use or for
their friends, and feel proud that
they can get away with It. Years
ago I knew very well the wife
of an Important official who, like
her husband, was honorable and
upright In all her ord!.narz..!ela-

yeara

* * *

I HAVEN'T AN Q PIN ION
concerning the controversy that
has arisen relative to the man- ,
agement of the state hospital at
Jamestown, because I know notll•
Ing of the facts. But I do know
that If the hospital 'Tnanagement
18 ~ !1111111., c Jiu been ..-d,
for any purpose other than to
give to the unfortunate Inmates
of the Institution the beat care I
that wise and competent service I\
can give them, that condition Is
shameful, and those responsible
for It merit the severest condemnatlon that an Ind!
t state

reHglom.

' made many social visits back avorltlilm 111
and forth across the border, and, performance of any public work
poa11eselng herself secretly of Is Indefensible, but when It Insome of her husband's official volves those who are afflicted
cards, she would flash one on the and have no means of protect•
customa official who was about Ing themselves It becomu utterto examine her baggage. Alway& Iy scandalous.
the card was acknowledged with
* * *
a respectful salute, and the bag- MR. STONE CONTINU1CS TO
gage was passed without lnspec- function, In absentia, as tax comtion, though almost Invariably It missioner. I have heard of people
contained dutiable goods. Not being married by proxy, and
only did she use her husband's many kinds of business are tran- 1
cards In this manner, but ahe aacted by long-distance teleloaned them to such of her In· phone. But it 18 110111ethlng new
tlmate friends as she could trust. for a 1tate offtclal to do buslThe husband vtould have been ness "on the run." This case rehorrified If b.e had known about mains, so far, the state's prize
it, but the secret was success- comedy of the season.
fully kept. The lady didn't need
to smuggle to save money, for
HERR HITLER ADVISES HIS
the family was of Independent dear friend, Signor Museollnl, to
means. But It was a game which wait another year before pressfascinated her, and she played Ing his demand for colonies from
it w Ith out coWICiousneu of France. That may be Interpretwrong-doing.
ed as a gesture of the Interest of
* *
world peace. But It may also be
CHARGES OF MAJOR VIO- recalled that Hitler did not con-,
lations of federal law are beard, suit MuseolfnJ'a convenience be- I
by federal grand juries. This fore taking possession of Ausprocedure Is followed In most trla and thus moving the Gerstates, but not In North Dakota. man border to the frontier of
Here accused persona are plac- Italy. Mussolini may wonder if,
ed on trial before the district during the proposed year of waitcourt on statements of "lnforma- Ing, Hitler may not Intend to
tlon and belief" submitted direct- carve off a few more choice bits
ly by the state's attorney or on of territory for blmaelf.

I

* * *

*

YEARS AGO, WHEN WE
were having trouble in severe
weather with condensation of vapor in the automobile crank-case
and consequent
freezing of water
over-night in the
bottom of the
pan, I proposed
to several of my
automobile
friends the building of oil pans of
double material
with a s l i g h t
space between the
t w o she 11 s,
through which a
small portion of
exhaust could be
directed to thaw
Davtes
the ice quickly
and raise the oil to proper temperature. As usual, no attention was
paid to my recommendation. But
I notice that speakers at the recent meeting of the Society of Automotive engineers advocated surrounding the crank case with a
water jacket. The problem of ice
in the pan has been pretty well
disposed or' by ventjlation, but the
engineers favor the water jacket
as a means of raising oil temperature quickly in cold weather, So
there!

- - -·~----LOWER
TEMPERATURES
and light snow .flurries have
caused revision of some predictions
that were made of an early spring.
It is true that we almost reached
the middle of January without any I
real winter, to speak of. There was l
one brief spell when the thermometer recorded 28 below zero, but
the rest of the season has been
balmy and fuel bills have been
correspondingly low. But the first
half of the winter gives no indication of what the second half wilI
be. ".rhe coldest · day ever recorded
here was in February, and, while
February usually does not average
quite as cold as. January, it i
usually in that month that we hav
our coldest nights. So, while w
can't know what is ahead of us,
we can give thanks for what we
have had and let the rest of the
season take care of itself.

* * *

THE CO CON CJ T PROBLEM
has run about long enough. Several correspondents have given the
correct answer, and I know that
several were working at a formula. The whole thing is quite involved, and it is difficult to state
it clearly on paper, but those who
are interested may be able to follow this explanation:
·

'

* * *

SOLUTION OF THE
* * *
lem involves the use of a
THE FEDERAL PRIS-

WHEN
on at Alcatraz was completed it
was popularly described as ilnpregnable and escape-proof. Probably it is as nearly so as is any
modern structure. But twice the
possibility of escape from it has
been demonstrated. Months ago
prisoners disappeared from the
island. It is believed that they perished in the cold, swirling waters
of the bay. The other night five
men escaped from the walled enclosure and were intercepted by
gunfire just as they were about to
take to the water. Probably they,
too, would have perished in the
swift current. But they would
have had at least a. chance of getting away clear. They were desperate and willing to take that
chance.

* * *

EVERY ESCAPE FROM PRISon, or attempted escape, is followed
by · the adoption of new methods
and the installation of improved
devices to prevent success in such
attempts. But probably human ingenuity will never provide with absolute certainty against the escape
of prisoners who are at once ingenious, resolute and desperate. In
"Les Miserables" Victor Hugo did
more than draw on his imagination
for his description of the escape
of young Edmond Dantes. He presented a. faithful picture of the opI eration of an inherent human quality which, intent on a. single object, is able to perform impossibilities.
1

PROBnumbe
which is capable of being divided
five times by the number 5, eac
Ume without remainder. The low
est number possible is the fifth
power of 5, or 3125. Because .each
division withdraws from the pile
four-fifths of a nut more than onefifth of the number in the pile,
the sum of the five remainders is
4 nuts. Subtracting 4 from the
basic number 3125, which !or convenience may be called A, we have
left 3121, the actual number of
nuts in the original pile.

*

*

*
THE ABOVE NUMBER
IS THE
smallest that meets the requirements of the problem. The combination of figures leading to that
result may be called Number 1
of a series. For the second number in the sequence, multiply by A
6 and subtract 4, which gives
18746, which meets all the conditions. For succeeding numbers
multiply A by 11, 15, 21, and so
on to infinity, in each case subtracting 4 from the product. In
the original problem the ultimate
remainder, 1020, ls the fifth power
ot 4, less 4. It there were 6 men
instead of 5 and a remainder of
1 each time the basic number would
be the sixth power of 6, and the
number subtracted would be 5.
The formula can be applied to any
combination of numbers, but in
some cases it may be necessary to
shift from the basic number to
its second, third or other multiple
so as to avoid a remainder on the
ultima~ division.

KING GEORGE AND QUE N
Elizabeth, of Great Britain, a e to
I visit Winnipeg this year, an exJ
pressions of welcome have already
been given by several Grand Forks
g r o u p s. T h e
crown prince and
crown princess of
Norway are to be
Gr a n d F or k s
guests this year,
and they, too, will
be given a hearty welcome. But
h a s anyone
thought of sending an invitation
to Eamonn de
Valera, president
of the Irish Parliament? Mr. de
Valera will visit
Davtes
the United States
sometime in May, and he would
certainly be given .a rousing welcome if he could be induced to visit Grand Forks. Wouldn't it be a
grand idea to have them all meet
here?

formation concerning it. As to the
second, I shall do the best I can,
tnhootugbhe I fear that the result will
satisfactory.

* *

*

USED IN THE FIRST PERson "shall" usually has an impera- 1
tive implication, as "They shall not \
pass;'' "You shall not crucify mankind." "Will," used in the second
or third person, is more generally
used .to state a fact or make a pre- l
diction, as "The sun will rise,"
"The flowers wil bloom."
i
I find I am getting in pretty f
deep, so I shall leave the rest to ,
the grammarians, in the hope that
they will be able to deal with the
subject more adequately.

* * *

THE TURKEY SHOW OPENed with typical Turkey show
weather. No matter how mild the
weather may have been before or
after previous shows, the All-American has usually opened either in
a blizzard or with temperature that
has threatened to knock the bottom out of the thermometers. But
the exhibitors have come and
brought their birds, and growers Jr
THE OTHER NIGHT A RADIO from all over the country have I
comedian announced that he had attended, and everyone has had a
just bought himself an automobile. good time.
"What kind of car did you buy?"
THE TURKEY PEOPLE ARE
asked his stooge.
fortunate in having, coincident
"A 1912 Saxon," was the reply.
And I thought at once, "I'll bet with the show, ·an opportunity to
hear Marian Anderson, of whose
that's my old car."
voice
a famous director said "Such
That little machine was the suba
voice
is heard only once in a cenject of many a jest, but I drove it
1
tury."
And,
in the High school aueight years and had a lot of fun
ditorium,
every
note of the singer
with it. If acquaintance breeds af1
fection I ought to have loved it, for can be heard distinctly from any
I knew every gadget in it, and I seat in the house.
took them all out and put them
back many times. I did things with
A CORRESPONDENT WRITES
it that I wouldn't dare to under- that I have not yet given the solutake with a modern car, for I didn't tion of the problem of the 15 pool {
know any better. And when its balls. I had for gotten it. The puztires blew, which they did every zle was to arrange the 15 numberlittle while, there was some blow, ed balls in a triangle so that the
because they carried 60 pound of sum of the numbers respectively
air instead of the piffling 30 on each of the· three sides and of
, pounds to which we have sunk.
the three in the center will be 36.
There
are many possible arrange*
l "A CONSTANT READER''
ASKS ments. Here is one:
l if there is a poetry club in Grand Bottom row, 10, 6, 4, 3, 13. · Sec; Forks, and als~ asks for some sim- ond row, 9, 15, 14, 12. Third row,
! ple rule to f~llow in the use of 5, 7, 2. Fourth row, 11, 8. Top, 1.
: "shall'' and "will."
The balls can be arranged so
: As to the fir~t question, I know that the additions, as above, will
of no such cl'qb here. If there is give numbers 32 to 31 inclusiveone I shall (fu"'l.d will) welcome in- no more, no less.

* * *

* * *

1

* * *

* *

1

THERE HAS COME TO MY
desk an interesting souvenir of old
times in the form of a fragment
of a copy of the Fisher's Landing
Bulletin, which was found a few
days ago in the
backing of a picture at the home
of Mrs. Hazel DeGroat, 211 Chestnut street. The
family lived in
Fisher
in
the
early days and
moved into Grand
Forks some years
ago, bringing the
picture w _ith
them, The torn
paper had been
used
in the
mounting of the
picture and had
Davies
remained undisturbed through all
these ye·a rs.

* * *

THE DATE HAD BEEN
torn from the paper, but its period is easily placed by the .fact
ithat the remaining portion carries
the Republican ticket headed by
James A. Garfield, and urgent
recommendations are made to vote
that ticket "next Tuesday." As the
paper was published on Saturday,
that would make its date the Saturday before the general election
of November, 1880. Garfield was
listed for president, Arthur for
vice president, and J. A. Thatcher,
L. G. Nelson, J. T. Williams, Wm.
Schimmel and Knute Nelson for
presidential electors.
Minnesota
then had only five presidential electors, and young Knute Nelson
was just being heard from politically. Later he was to be govern~r,
congressman and
United
States senator.

* *

ON THE STATE* LEGISLAtive ticket appear the names of
Andres McCrea, of Ottertail county, for state senator, and S. G.
Comstock of Clay and ·B. Sampson,
of Poly, for representatives.
Following is the Polk county
ticket: Auditor, John Christianson; treasurer, 0. H. Lucken; register of deeds, C. S. Spendley; sher. iff, B. F. Zarracher; county attorney, John McLean; judge of probate, Reuben Reynolds; surveyor,
W. F. Arnold; coroner, Dr. M.
Watts; and county commissioner,
Ole A. Estenson. All of these were
of Crookston except Zerracher and

Estenson, who represented Fisher's
and Vineland respectively.

* * *

A COLUMN OF SMALL TYPE
i devoted to setting forth the character and possibilities of the Red
river valley. Several superlatives
are given to the fertility of the
soil. The territory around Fisher,
it is said, is thoroughly drained
and had never suffered from too
much water. In those days they 1
feared too much water, not too lit~
tle. The dryness of the air, it is
said, makes the territory ex cell en t
as a recuperative area for those
with pulmonary troubles. The summers are described as warm and
bright, with the heat tempered by I
cool breezes from the north and
the winters are only slightly colder than in the eastern states, and
much more pleasant because of the
dry air.

* * *

AM.O NG THE LOCAL ADVERtisers were J. Gleason &Co., who·
dropped into poetry concerning
their teas, to this effect:
Gleasons' the finest old Bohee,
And all varieties of pure tea,
Whose praise our mother loudly
chants,
And so do our sisters ·and our cou- ·
sins, etc.
Those were Pinafore days.

I

*

* ADVERTISOTHER *
LOCAL
were Johnson & Stephens, Free- 1
man Bros., Michael Byrne, M. F.
O'Brien and E. Olson. The paper/
was evidently a four-page sheet,1
with patent inside. In the patent!
section Lydia Pinkham figures
prominently, as does St. Jacob's
oil. One of the patent pages contains the text of a campaign address by John Sherman, who boasted of the sound banking ·s ystem
that the Republicans had given
the country.

* * *

WHEN THAT PAPER WAS
published Fisher had just lost its
proud position as the head of
northwest navigation. During the
few years preceding it had been a
thriving port, freight and passengers being transferred there
from the rails of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba railway to
teamboats which sailed the Red
ake and Red rivers down to Fort
· ·arry. But in 1879 the rails had
een laid to East Grand Forks, and
1880 they had crossed the river, '
aking Grand Forks the head of
avigation.

l

NEIL M'DOUGAL\ OF OMEsends clippingf from the
I Kincardine, Ont.,
containing
extracts from the dia of William
Welch, who w~ s one of the first
settlers in that
section of Ontario. His home
was at Lucknow.
The diary was
written some 40
years ago, and it
deals with the
conditions a n d
events in that
part of Ontario
half a century
earlier.
· The diary deals
particularly with
th·e forest growth
of that part of
Davtes
_ Ontario as it was
before the process of clearing the
land began. The writer was evidently a close student of that subject. He seems to have observed
practically every species of tree
that was to be found in what was
once a vast, unbroken forest, and
to have been familiar with the peculiarities of each and the purposes for which each was most
useful.

NeI

1mee,

I

*

* *ELMS THE
IN DISCUSSING
writer mentions the soft elm, water elm, slippery elm, and two
kinds of rock elm. The soft elm,
he says, grew to immense size, but
was not considered of any value· by
the -pioneers, and was burned to get
it out of the way. Since then the
wood has been found useful for
such work as the making
cheese
boxes, and it is often used in furniture, being stained and finished
in imitation of walnut.

the thin wo'od . which they used 'for
basket making. Rim ash is described as the favorite wood for
this. purpose. With their light
hatchets ~he Indians would beat
the wood until the yearly growths
would separate · into sheets like
pasteboard, and these sheets· were
then cut into strips .of the proper
width for weaving. Mountain ash
is .. also . given its. Scottish name ]
"r.owan.'~ Many .. who have sung
s~v.1:fully of -. rowans, haven't kno:wn
what they were.
·

* * *

FOR SEVERAL REASONS
this column ·seldom uses contributions:., of v~rs~. Today it is offering
one from Elmer A. Arestad, of
Nprthwood, ' Which reads:
;

NOT -W~R!
B_y-- Elmer A . Arestad ...
Kille.d a:hd ·w ounded,-µien . who die
in · hordes,
.
Oh battlefields where sat;tguine
· de:a .th holds sway
At rulers' bidding! They have
naught to say
But fight in fury blind-all slaves
to force.

Shall force prevail,
be right,
Like jungle beasts
kill, devour~
In tearing carcass
ant hour,
Or place on fallen
. fous .height?

the mailed fist
that snarling,
find triumphfoe their glor-

shall . nations, 'bove this
beastly stage
More value see in worth of human
life;
The leaders espouse . reason 'stead _
of ·strife·
*
*
ROCK ELM, SAYS MR. WELCH, Make "Live.--let live". th.e slogan of
this age?.
was the best of all wood for ax
handles, being preferred -to hickory because of being less cold. That Man's rights and greed have often
been apart
was news to, me, as in my part of
the country hickory was preferred From dawn of history ·till this pres- ·1
ent day,
,
to all other woods for that purpose. Residents along the Red riv- Yet reasoning Justice always shower or other wooded streams in the
ed, that way
·
eastern part of North Dakota are To live is not / greedy passion's
familiar with ironwood, one of our
bloody mart!
native trees. The diarist gives it
the name hop hornbeam, which is Come· all · ye nations, rise in all
also new to me. The "hop" part
your might;
of the name comes from the seed Show all . the world that reason I
blossoms of the tree, which resemcan prevail;
ble hops.
Let God within you all that Path I
revealTHE DIARY ALSO DESCRIBES That leads from darkness to Eter- \
the Indian method of preparing
nal Light.
1

of

When

*

I

* * *

FRED REDICK, LIVING IN A

Los Angeles suburb, always mindful · of anything of interest to his
old home town, Grand Forks, sends
clippings from a California paper
containing an ace o u n t of the
Northfield, Minn.
bank raid by an
eye-witness. During his residence
here Fred was
familiar with the
story of the raid
and of the killing of one· of the
robbers by Dr.
Wheeler, pioneer
Grand Forks physician.
The story ~~
told by F. W.
Davies
Woodworth, now
a rancher living near Radville,
Saskatchewan, who believes that
· he 1s the only person now living
who talked with members of the
, James-Younger gang on the day of
the raid. At the time of the raid
in 1876 Mr. Woodworth was a boy
of 17, living in Northfield. On the
day of the raid he and a chum
saw a group of strangers dismount
and tie their spirited horses beneath the railroad depot, which
stood on piles, and enter a saloon
across:the way. The boys ·approach..
ed and were admiring the horses
and their equipment when the
owners returned from the saloon.

* * ASKED
*
JES.SE JAMES
THE
boys what they were doing there,
and when the boys said they were
admiring the fine horses, Cole
Younger said "Yes, we need them
to run in our business." Asked
what their business was Younger
said "It's one you boys never want
to learn." The men mounted, approached the bank, and the shooting began. · Mr. Woodworth's story
corresponds generally with other
published accounts of the raid.
Redick says that he met Frank
James 40 years ago when the former bandit was out on parole from
the Missouri nenitentiary. Frank
settled down to an orderly life, became a railway employe, and, as I
remember, served in the Minnesota legislature.

?f

SIX
EIGHT PERSONS
have told me, in person or by mail,
that I was all wrong in making
the escape of Edmond Dantes an
incident in Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables," and I suppose there are
more letters on the way pointing
out the error. I suppose that with
some plausiblity I might say that
the blunder was made purposely
to see how many readers would
catch it. I have given consideration
to that and have rejected it in favor of the open confession which is
said to be good for the soul, though
it is sometimes painful. In a moment of mental aberration I got "Les
Miserables" and "The Count of
Monte Cristo'"' mixed up and put
Edmond Dantes in the wrong book.
Actually, I'm. glad I did. If the
number of persons who wrote or
spoke about the error is multiplied
by an index number representing
the proportion of those who recognized the mistake and said noth..
ing about it, it appears that a very
considerable number of readers of
this column are also readers of
the famous literary masterpieces.

* *

* ME AN IDEA1
THAT GIVES
for a , quiz stunt which I shall in-l
flict on my readers 011e of these
days. So have your pencils ready 1\
and brush up on your facts.
* * *

NEIL M'DOUGALL, OF OME- \
mee, would like to have a copy
of a poem containing the line "I'll
find a way or make it.'' He recalls
lhe poem as one in a school reader of many years ago. Can any
reader supply it?

* * *

E. H. TUFTE ·SUBMITS THIS
puzzle:
Mr. Smith plants two trees, one
210 feet east and the other 210 feet
west of point A. From point A he ··
moves 70 feet to point B, which he
finds is 70 feet from each of the
two trees. How far apart are the
trees?
It is only fair to warn the reader who may tackle this that it is a
trick problem, and that the solution may afford some basis for
argument. With that understand- I
ing, go to it.

I

IN HIS APPEAR N ~ interested In tlie number of dol-/
fore the senate committee to Jars that he must pay. ·
consider his nomination for the
position of secretary of comTHAT PRINCIPLE APPLIES
merce H a r r y
in the matter of tax exemptions.
Hopkins seems
Often we are told that this or
to have made a
that sort of property should be
fairly good im·
tax exempt. Of course, if one
presslon.
The
owns only property that Is excommittee w a s
empt, he is lucky. But if only
not altogether a
part of one's property ls exempt,
f r i e n d 1 y one.
he must pa, additlonal taxes on
There was rethat which Is not exempt. It
sentment o v e r
takes so much money to keep the
the manner in
state and the municipalities runwhich the WPA,
niing, and if certain levies are
under Hopkins'
reduced or canceled others must
ad m i nistration,
be correspondingly increased.
had been used
Davie•
for political purposes. It HopI THINK NO INITIATED
kins had assumed a defiant at- measure approved by the voters
tltude, if he had denied what his of North Dakota has been reexaminers knew to be true, if pealed by the legislature. I rehe had attempted to justify that call none that has been amend·
which was manifestly indefen- ed in any important particular.
l!ivlble, the committee would al· Such acts may be repealed or
most certainly h av e tu r n e d amended, but only by a twothumbs down on him. But the thirds vote in each branch of the
frankness with which he admitted legislature. Otherwise repeal or
errors, saying that if he had the amendment must be by vote of
same road to travel again he the people themselves. The new
would not make the political pension law, as it stands, lm·
epeeches which aroused so much poses on the state an obligation
unfavorable comment ~ all this which there is no visible way of
tended to disarm some of the meeting. It could be put into
senators who went to the confer- workable shape by a two-thirds
ence prepared to deal severely vote of the legislature, and that
with Mr. Hopkins.
has been suggested as one possi*
bility. But that Is impossible
HOPKINS WAS INDISCREET without the exercise of a co-opin making speeches which at erative spirit which will at least
least created the Impression that temporarily obliterate all factional lines.
Of that there Is
his organization was being used little prospect.
for a political purpose. He should
have known better. But no care
*
on his part could have prevented
NOBODY OBJECTS CERthe WPA from being used as a talnly I do not-to Sinclair Lewis
political instrument. In any or- insisting that he Is a metropolf·
ganfzatlon so large, extending as tan figure and not a small-town
it does all over the country, with boy. If he retains no sentiment
agents and supervisors selected of regard for the scenes of his
from hundreds of localities and youth or of affection for those
on recommendation of hundreds who were once his associates,
of separate political managers that's his business, and his misfortune. But there Is no need
or groups, no effort on the part for him to be nasty about It.
of the central management can When the good people of Sauk
prevent ~~;14W";ll,l..5.l!!l'-l"
sideration into the operation of . . . . . . - ~ IIO!ne
sort of celebration for him, probits several units.
ably there was somewhere In

* * *

* * *

* *

* *

* * *

IT SEEMS CLEAR THAT
the only way to prevent this, or
to minimize It, is to place such
organizations as WPA, while
they must exist, as largely as
;possible on a local footing, l!o
that there can be no general consolidation of the agency on a pv·
litical basis. Local control wo'4d
mean a greater sense of local- r~sponslbillty. Irregularities wouttl
be more quickly detected, exposed, resented and corrected.

*

*

their Inner consciousness the feeling that the affair might not be
bad advertising for the town.
Some of them, remembering some
of the dirty digs made by Lewis
at the old town, may have had
their fingers crossed as they
thought of the celebration. But,
after all, they are human, and
they were willing to Jet bygones
be bygones and do the decent
thing by a fellow who certain·
ly never contributed anything to
the community.

* *

*
LEWIS *WAS UNDER NO '
WITH THE PENSION BILL
forcing upon the legislature the obligation, that I know of, to acdemand for some $10,000,000 ad- cept the honor that it was prodltlonal money, there will be a posed to confer on him. Even
s c u r r yin g around for "new though he had a swelled head, he
sources of revenue." Actually could have passed It off as a.
there Is no such thing. The only headache and declined gracefully.
existing source of revenue ls the Instead, he chose to slap the
industry of the people. Taxation community In the face, and to do
Is levied on things, but it Is so ostentatiously, arrogantly and
people who pay taxes. If I am offensively. I never met Mr.
taxed $100 it makes no differ- Lewis, and I have no desire to do I
ence to me from which pocket so. I am not acquainted, so far
the money ls taken, provided I' as I know, with anyone in Sauk
have money In both. It is I who Center. But I'd take my chances
pay, not the pocket. If the farm- any day with the Sauk Center
er pays a tax on his wagon it crowd In preference to Lewis.
makes no difference to him whe- Maybe that's because I'm a In·
ther the levy is on the front curable low-brow. It so. I'm
Wheels or the hind wheels. He ls glad of it.

I

RETURNING FROM A ·rwoF. A. IRISH, FARGO BANKday's visit to Fargo to attend the er, is not an old man, but he is an
sessions of the North. Dakota Press "old-timer," nevertheless, and he
association, I found awaiting me
two more letters calling attention has recollections of early days in
to my blunder in the valley that would fill several
ascribing the books. His father, "Captain" John
story of the es- S, Irish, was rei;tlly not a captain,
cape of Edmond but a boat builder, but he carried
Dantes to Victor the courtesy title which was conHugo. I
think ferred on many men who were inthat makes . nine timately associated · with river
reminders of that transportation, among them, M. L.
kind that I have McCormack, early mayor of Grand
received, all but Forks, whose actual position was
two of them that of steamboat clerk.
from out of town.
A few experien- 1 CAPTAIN IRISH BUILT SEVces like that will eral steamers for river work, and
make me so jit- many barges. He had been engaged
tery that I shall in that work on Minnesota and
be afraid to write
Davies
anything at all Wisconsin rivers, and in addition
to being a master designer, he was
without consulting all the records a practical sawmill man and tirnon the subject, Anyway, as I re- ber expert. Having prepared demarked the other day, I'm glad tailed plans for a Red river steamto get those corrections. They show er, he would spend the ,wi·nter 1·n
that somebody is taking an interest in the column and wants to Wisconsin timber centers, selecting
have it done just right.
choice white oak for his planking
*
and dimension work and having· it
THE PRESS MEETING WAS A cut to his measurements. When the
~ecided success. Secretary Ed. material arrived at the shipyard it
_. ranta tells me that if not the required only finishing and aslargest on record in the matter of sembling.
attendance, it was one of the largest. Ed. hadn't completed checkHIS FINEST BO AT, AND
ing when I talked with him last. the finest ever to be floated on the
Older members are maintainir,g .Red river, was the Alsop, which
interest, and younger publishers was designed · chiefly for passenger
are coming in. D. J. Shults, retiring work between Fargo-Moorhead and
president, spent a lot of time in Winnipeg. It had innumerable
the work of the association and gadgets not found on any other
did effective work. Some weeks ago Red river steamer. Launched and
he drove all .t he way from Mott, equipped the Alsop started on her
his home town, to Langdon, to maiden voyage for Winnipeg, but
confer with Franta concerning the .when only a few miles on her way,
program. Harry O'Brien, of Park fire started from some undeterRiver, has been a faithful and en- mined cause and burned her energetic member, and he will give a tire superstructure. Only the hegood account of himself as presi- roic effort of the engineer, who I
dent,
was badly burned, saved the hull. I
The boat was returned to · Fargo ,1
MANY OF THE NEWSPAPER and new Upper works were built.
people had their first opportunity Later the Alsop became the Grand
to meet and hear Dr. Frank Ever- Forks. Some of Captain Alsop's
sull, new president of the Agri- boats did duty in later years on
cultural college, and they enjoyed Canadian rivers. One navigated
the experience. Dr. Eversull's ad- the Assiniboyne between Winnipeg
dress was one of the high lights and Brandon. Others were sent
of the meeting. Dr. Eversull con- down take Winnipeg and up the
veyed to those who heard him a Saskatcheway, and not long · ago
clear understanding of some of the one was burned near Edmonton.
,p roblems which confront the col*
. l~ege, and of his earnest desire to
THE EARLY RIVER NAVIGA}llake the most effective use poss- tors were a mixed lot, and the arible of the f11cilities which the re- rival of a boat at its port was usstricted finances of the state can ually the occasion for lively cele. provide. In urging the placing of brations. Members of crews and
"accent on the stars," he paid trib- minor officers woufd be busy handute to the work JVhich newspapers ling freight, but the senior officers
. have performed and describes some enjoyed several days · vacation.
1of the ·possibilities for constructive When the boat was ready to go
service which exist.
the captain, pilot and such other
officers as were on hand started
IN THE HALL OF FAME EX- out. If a mate happened to prolong
., ercises Earl Bitzing paid a fine his celebration and be left, there
tribute to Major A. W. Edwards, was no difficulty about a little
, founder of the Fargo Forum. The , matter like that. With the boat
program of entertainment at the perhaps a day ahead of him he
1 banquet, supervised by Chuck An- would hire a livery rig and drive
:lrus, with Lynn Stambaugh as until he overtook the boat. Upon
master of ceremonies, was full 'of his signal from the bank the boat
rollicking humor and explosive sur- would pull in and the officer would
prises.
jump aboard and take up his work.

* * *

* *

* * *

I

*

*

*

* *

I

I

I

* * *

A
CORRESPONDENT ASKS
the weight of a cubic foot of gold.
According t the a1,1thorities that
I have consulted a cubic foot of
gold weighs ,a pproximately 1203
pounds
a voird upois. The exact
weight will depend on the number of decimals
to which the
com ut at i o n is
carried
and
whether the gold
is b aten or cast,
the beaten being
more dense. If
avoirdupois is reduced to Troy,
the
weight
at
which
gold
is
marketed, t h e
Davies
value of a cubic
, foot of gold at the current price
of $35 per ounce would be about
$614,000. Roughly gold is 1914 times
as heavy as pure water, which is
listed at 62~~ pounds per cubic
foot.
I

* *

A SOUTH *
-DAKOTA MAN WHO
studies the stars predicts lots of
rain this year because the planets
are in just the position to make it
a wet year. As evidence of their
influence he points to the downpour of rain in his locality just
after the first of the year. But the
planets presumably have been in
the same position for Grand Forks
as for South Dakota, and we have
had no downpour of any kind all
winter. Those planetary prognostications seldom fit more than restricted territory.

*

* *

NOTING
MY
PERPLEXITY
over rules governing the use of
"shall" and "will,'' Mrs. Winthrop
· Mitchell of Minto, sends the following which she found useful in
er school work in St. Cloud:
Table 1-Future time-a mere
statement of futurity. First peri son. Shall, as "I fear we shall be
late. I shall go shoI11 g this afternoon."
Second person. - Will, as "You
will enjoy this music.''
Third person.---Will, as "He ( or
the , , will go with us."

I

Table 2.,......,To express promise,
threat, pur ose or intent on, obligation or duty.
First person.-Will, as "I will
never consent." "We will take care
of everything."
Second person.-Shall, as, "You
shall."
Third person.-Shall, as "He, she
or they shall."
Table 3-In asking questions.
First person.-Shall, as "Shall
we ( or I) go skating?
Second and third persons.-Use
the auxiliary you expect in the
answer.
Example 1.--"Shall you go to
Alaska. next summer?" "Yes I hope
I shall.
Example 2.-''Will you be quite
sure to meet me?" "Yes, I will be
here."

*

*

* OF RIVERMRS. R. WHITE,
side park, tells me that when she
was driving through Northfield
with her family last summer her
son had occasion to go to the store
across the street from the bank
where the famous raid of 1876 took
place. The owner, an elderly man,
asked the youth where he lived,
and when told that the lad's home
was in Grand Forks he spoke of
Dr. Wheeler and said that he was
in the room with young Wheeler
when the latter fired the shot tha
killed one of the bandits.

*

* *
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
ALready has courses in baseball, poultry raising and piano tuning. A
course in angling has just been
added. The subject in all its phases, from baits, lures and plugs to
cooking or mounting the catch,
will be surveyed . in eight weekl
lectures by Dr. Francois D'Eliscu
starting F~bruary 13.
For those who wish to plum
the complexities of angling mor
completeiy there will be an advanc
ed course, ''The Theory and 'rech
nique of Fresh Water Angling,"
given for the first time · in the
University Extension. Accoring to
the. instructor, John Alden Knight,
it , will stress "the equipment, methods nd practices of modern angling in their latest stages of develop~n ts."
I

1

NEIL M'DOUGALL,

OF OME- tions. Then there is the so-called

mee wrote recently that h~ would
like to find a poem containing the
line "I'll find a way or make it,"
iWhich appeared in one of his
school
b O O k s.
lt.,red B o r u s k y
writes from Langdon that he has
the poem in an
old Sanders fifth
reader which he
studied as a boy
in the state of
New York. Mr.
Borusky taught
school in the east
and used the McG u f f e y readers,
but he has not
preserved any of
them. Like many
Davies
others, he enjoys
looking over some of the old readers, for they contained some fine
bits of literature. I am sure Mr.
McDougall would appreciate a
copy of the poem mentioned if Mr.
Borusky has time to copy it.

'*

*

*

IF YOU INTEND TO DO AN"Y
driving in Manitoba, better stay
sober. The province provides severe
penalties for drunken driving. The
law contains three main provisions: A compulsory sentence of
seven days in jail; impounding the
offender's car for three months;
suspension _of the operator's permit
for six ·months. It is said that .enforcement of the law has reduced
fatalities from drunken driving by
75 per cent.

* *
SHOULD

*
HAVE

THIS
BEEN
mentioned during the ·turkey show,
but it was overlooked. Oscar Jen..
son, a farmer living near Reynolds,
has a turkey hen that started to
lay about Christmas time, when
the temperature was below zero.
The bird was hatched last May
and has had no special care.

* * *

NOTING THE REQUEST FOR
the song "The man behind the
plow,'' Charles Johnson of Cando
writes:
"I heard that song over 50 years
ago, coming on the train from Port
Arthur to Winnipeg. Three young
boys sang it, and it sounded so
good that some "high-tones" came
in to our car to listen. Ever since, I
have had the song in mind 'and
have wondered where it cou be
obtained. I should like to see it in
print."

* *

*
MANY STUDEN'fS
OF W
THer are convinced that ther are
regular weather cycles whic are
repeated with only slight aria-

business cycle, in which periods of
prosperity and de.pression' follow
each other according to a pattern
which some observers believe to be
fixed. The Ontario Royal museum
has made in tensive studies of pe- .
riodicity in animals, and has reached some interesting conclusions.

* * * WOODS
IN THE NORTHERN
fur bearing and other animals are
alternately scarce and abundant,
conditions which are reflected,
among other things, in the income
of the thousands engaged in or
dependent on the fur trade. The
investigators are inclined to attribute this fluctuation to the
development and subsidence of disease among the rabbits.

* *SAYS
* THAT IN
THE REPORT
the Hudson bay watershed, -the
years when rabbits were last abundant before decreases set in,
were: 1856, 1864, 1875, 1886, 1895,
1905, 1914, 1924 and 1934, or eight
cycles in 17 years. ''Every 10 years,
on the average," states the bulletin, "hares become scarce because
most of them die of epidemic dis-[
ease. In the next few years following their dying off, they gradually 1
increase in numbers until in seven
or eight years they are abundant
again. This abundance is maintained for a year or two and then epidemics ·begin to spread among them
and ·soon they are as scarce again
as they were approximately 10
years before.''

*

*

*
LIFE T ·HROUGHOUT
THE
northland is profoundly affected by
these alternate periods of abund- 1
ance and scarcity of hares, as they
form a large part of the menu of
many flesh-eating animals wheri
they are to be had. The lynx, fox,
wolf, weasel, horned owls and goshawks prey upon hares, but, states
the bulletin, "it is not these .'natural 'enemies' that lead to the scarcity of hares. The latter increase in
spite of all the predators that prey
on them. In fact, as thee hares continue to increase their enemies increase, too, sine~ with an abundance of food in the form of hares,
more young lynxes, foxes, owls,
etc., are born and survive. As the
hares approach their peak of abundance, there is general prosperity in the north woods, but when
epidemics reduce the hares to scar- 1
city, the animals dependent on
them for food also grow scarce.
Records of the fur trade indicate
that such furs as lynx and fox rise
and fall in abundance with periodic abundance and scarcity of
hares."

IN ADDITION TO OTHER IN- buy roof timbers and other ma- ·1
teresting facts relating to Eskimo terials. He was given 100 Danish\
life in Greenland, Profetsor De.;. crowns with which to buy those
morest told the Kiwanis club this necessary items, and he and his
story to illustrate the Eskimo at- family took up their abode on the 1
tit u de . toward island, where they remained durm .u rder:
ing the summer. As winter apAt one of the proached he came again to the
settlements an Es- I settlement saying that he must
kimo was fishing I have other material with which to
a short distance fit up his quarters for winter. He
from
shore in was given 50 crowns for that purhis kyak. A large pose.
boat c a r r y i n g
* * THE CRIMeight women was
WINTER *
PASSED.
near by. The lone inal was a good hunter, and seals
fisherman p a d - and other game were unusually
d 1 e d his kyak plentiful in his vicinity. He and
near the large his family lived literally on the fat
boat and then of the seea. In the spring he had
moved away. more hides, more blubber and
Within a few more of everything that makes EsDavies
minutes the large kimo life werth living, than any
boat sank and all the women were of his former neighbors. Clearly, a
drowned.
man so rich could not remain an
outcast. He was received hospitabSOME FREAK COMBINATION ly and became again an honored
of tide and current moved the boat member of the community. ·
from the point where it had sunk
* *TOLD
* A STORY,
STEFANSSON
and landed it on the beach. There
was a - long slit, evidently made probably forgotten by this time, I
with a knife, in the skin covering to illustrate the simplicity and litof the boat. The fisherman was in- eralness of the Eskimos along the
terviewed, and without hesitation northwestern fringe of the conhe admitted that he had slashed tinent. ·The natives in one settlethe boat and caused it to sink. Ask- Jnent_ had been converted to a . f rm
ed the reason for such uri usual · be- of Christianity. A missionary vishavior he replied that among the ited them for a day or two on his
women in the boat had been his way to another settlement. He inmother-in-law, and he didn't like structed them as best he could,
her. Her appearance in the boat and on leaving charged them not
had presented a good opportunity to cast their nets ori Sunday.
to get rid of her.
* *
THE NATIVES WERE NOT
*
*
THE VILLAGERS WENT INTO able to understand the reason for
conference. It was conceded that this, but, as God wished it so, they
if a man wished to kill his mother- were satisfied and would obey.
in-law, that was a matter wholly They did. On the following Sunday
between himself and the lady. But not a net was cast. Instead, the nawhen one killed seven other wom- tives fished industriously with
en in the process, that was con- hook and line. And they enjoyed
sidered anti-social, and severe m~a- the · satisfaction · of feeling that they
sures were necessary. It was had complied with the divine will. ,
agreed that the man should be
* MO
. RE ,S T
punished, and there was long dePROFESSOR
D ,E
bate over the penalty to be inflict- says that the Danish government
ed. Execution was out of the ques- takes great pains to shield the
tion, that form of punishment be- Greenland Eskimos from contact!
ing unknown among the Eskimos. with white men. Workmen from
Imprisonment was futile. If impris- the one large mining city are not 1
oned the man would have to be permitted to visit the native vil
sheltered and fed, and what better lages or mingle with the natives in !
life could one ask than to be hous- any way, and no strangers are aded and fed without any effort on mitted into the country except the
his part?
few who have official business
there or are members of scientific I
*
AFTER , MUCH
DEBATE IT expeditions. The latter are given j
was decided that the offender permits for a limited time. The reshould be banished and a small: is- sponsible authorities of the governland some distance away was cho- ment believe that the natives will
1 sen as the place of exile. The crim- be happier and .better off in every
, inal accepted his fate without pro- way if permitted to live their own
test, but pointed out that he must lives in their own way, as their
have a house in which to live and ancestors did through the centurhe had no money with which to ies.

I

* * *

*

*

* *

1

1

* *

l

AT ONE END OF THE LOBBY ly any current. There we would

I1 of a hotel stood a mechanically op- find in the· warm water wriggling

erated target and at the other was
the marksman's stand, with a rack
in which stoo<). a small rifle. The
outfit was an exhibit placed there
for inspection by
a traveling salesman for such
equip men t. Between target and
rifle stand, and
directly in line
with them, was a
desk, used by hotel patrons for
c or r espondence,
with the bulb of
a desk lamp just
above it. Several
men stood chatting just in front
of
A small boy had
taken the rifle from its rack and
was aiming it toward the target:

* * *

"snakes" 12 to 16 inches long, having the thickness and appearance
of a horsehair.. Our firm belief was
that those snakes were hairs from
the tails of the horses in the pasture. We believed, further, that if
a hair were immersed in warmish
water for a few days it would become snake. We tried it often
anchoring the hairs so that they
would not get away, but those particular hairs never became snakes.
I suspect that the living (!reatures
were not hairs, but I have never
learned what they were.

* * *

IT HAS BEEN DECIDED DEFinitely that the Dionne quintuplets
are not to be exhibited at the New
York world's fair. The fair management offered a contract with
an absolute guarantee of $100,000,
and which it was .estimated might
have yielded the children's estate
as much as $500,000, undertaking
to provide whatever the trustees r
might think necessary for the r
health and comfort of the children.
The . trustees unanimously rejected
the offer, for which I am patting
them on the back. Papa Dionne,
one of the trustees, joined with the
others in that verdict. Evidently
Papa 'Dionne has benefited from
the training that he has ·received
since the infants were born.

l

"SON,'' SAID A BYSTANDE'R ,
"you shouldn't point the gun that
way. The man who knows how to
use a gun never points it toward
anybody."
"But I wasn't pofnting it at
them," said the youngster, in perfeet good faith. "I was just aiming
it at that lamp."
He was surprised and quite concerned when it was explained to
him that if the gun had contained
*
a bullet and had been discharged,
IN HIS '(STRANGE AS IT
the bullet, after . shattering the Seems" department on this page
lamp, would have gone right on on Thursday John Hix presented
and probably would have killed a this arithmetical curiosity:
man.
Add the digits of any 3-digit
*
number, su btra.c t this figure from
DO HORSEHAIRS TURN INTO the original number. Digits of the
snakes? Many persons believe that original number always add· up to
they do, sometimes. A friend re- 9.
ferred to this belief just. the other
The number 785 is used for iiday. He said that on his farm he lustration. The sum of its three
had found wriggling, hair-like ob- digits is 21 which, subtracted from 1
jects in a pool of water, and he the original number, leaves 774.
was reminded of the similar crea- Those three digits, added, give 18.
tures which he had seen as a boy, and a final ~ddition gives 9.
and which were firmly believed by
My · purpose in repeating this is
himself and his companions to be to call attention to th_e fact that
horsehair changed into snakes. this curious result is not confined
That belief was current among the to numbers containing three digits.
boys of my neighborhood, and I It applies to all numbers ·c ontainknow that it has been quite preva- ing two or more digits, no matter
lent. The place where we most oft- how large. The result is based on
en found those ''hair-snakes" was the fact that in our decimal system
a pool whose water came from a 9 is the digit having · the highest
spring half-way up a nearby hill. value. And our decimal system, so
The water ran down the hill in a the scientists tell us, is ·based on
little rivulet, meandered across a the fact that we have 10 fingers
pasture, and formed a broad, shal- and thumbs rather than eight, or
low pool in which there was scarce- twelve, or some other number.

* *

*

*

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
bas nominated for membership
on the Interstate Commerce commission Thomas R. Amlie, of
Wisconsin, a
former student
at the University of N o rt h
Dakota. Mr.
Amite was elected as a representative In congress on the
Progressive
ticket, and was
defeated for ree 1 e c t Ion last
year. Confirmation of bis apDavies
pointment to the Commerce commission is opposed in some quarters because of his alleged Communistic leanings. One of his critics charges that Amlie advocates, among other things, confiscation of wealth by taxation,
government ownership of all industry and business and the setting up of a new government
agency to control the entire economic policy of the nation. A defender replied that Amlie Is a
firm believer In constitutional
government.

* * *

I KNOW NOTHING OF MR.
Amlie's opinion on political and
social questions. If his beliefs are
as outlined above, and he advocates realization of the policies
set forth by orderly constitutional methods he Is quite within his
rights as a private citizen. It is
his privilege to entertain those
views and to proclaim them, publicly or privately. He may do
this and still be a firm believer
in constitutional government, and
no one has a right to call him
to account.

decision there given and appear
in the general election as an opponent of the candidate who was
chosen in preference to him. But
It was not long before defeated
politicians Invented tricks which
the framers of the law had not
foreseen, and the primary law,
which was intended to achieve a
real purpose, has merely afford- 1
ed ambitious pollt!~lans a field
in which to try their wings in experimental flights.

*

* *

EARL BROWDER, SECREtary and spokesman of the Communist party, says that the release of Tom Mooney Is an Illustration of the influence of Lenin
on the thinking of America.
Mooney was, and ls, an avowed

enemy of the American government. Rightly or wrongly, he
was convicted of murder. Yet
for twenty years he was permitted to live, and at length he was
turned loose, to continue, without
molestation, his fight against the
government. They don't do things
that way In Russia. In Russia
an agitator against the Bolshevist regime would have disappeared, permanently, years ago,
regardless of his connection with
any particular crime.

*

*

* CIRCUIT
THE FEDERAL
court of New York has decided
unanimously that the cancelation

of the visa of .John Strachey, author and lecturer, was Illegal,
and has ruled that if the department of labor has further doubt
concerning

Strachey's

admissi-

bility to this country It must accord him his hearing.

Strachey was

granted a visa by an American
consul in London. He complied
with the necessary formalities,
paid his passage and embarked
for the United States. While his
ship was in mid-ocean the consul
A DISTINCTION MUST BE revoked the visa on the ground
made, however, between the right that Strachey was a Communist,
of a citizen to his own opinions and when the ship arrived at
and to the free expression of New York Strachey was detainthem, and his suitablllty!:_.:fo::;r~:::a.µd.-JoL.EllillJ.sw>d.._...Ml......,daoe<I. t.ogtn11 putillo- - ' " 1 t l e e as
Pending his appeal to
a right to his opinions, if those the courts he was permitted
opinions are In conflict with the ashore on condition that he would
policy of the nation, he has no make no public appearance. The!
proper place In a government ruling of the court establishes the
agency which Is created for the sound principle that after a man
express purpose of giving effect has received permission to visit
to that policy.
The Interstate the United States, and has acted
Commerce commission is a pub- on it in good faith, that permislic agency created for the regula- sion cannot be revoked upon the
tion of commerce, privately own- mere whim of the consul while
ed and privately operate<:, and the traveler is on his way and Inthe man who believes In the so- capable of defending himself.
ciallzatlon of industry does not
*
elong on that body. Whether or
A BILL BEFORE THE STATE
not Mr. Amlie can qualify I do legislature provides for the printnot undertake to say.
Ing of all party names on a
*
single ballot, but prohibits the
BY A CLOSE VOTE THE voter from voting In more than
house at Bismarck defeated a one column. The Idea Is to pereasure prohibiting candidates mit the voter to keep secret his
defeated In a. primary election party affiliation, but to require
from running for the same office him to keep within the limits of
at the November election. The one party. The latter was the
vote was 53 for the bill and 52 original Intent of the primary
against, but as the constitutional law, and It was not contemplated
majority of 57 Is required for the that the voter should partlcipale I
passage of a measure, It was de- in the nominations of another
feated. The primary election law party unless he had actually bewas enacted for the purpose of come In good faith a member of
enabling the voters of a party to that party. That Idea has been
nominate their own candidates. , pretty well junked, and the proThe theory was that only bona posed plan would still further
fide members of a party would facilitate switching for the purpresent themselves for nomina- pose of a single campaign. But
tion at the hands of their fellow think of the size of the new balembers, and it was not antic!- lot and the number of persons
ated that the candidate reject- who will spoil their ballots by
his party at marking in more than one
column.

I

* * *

*

*

*

*

ONE OF THE PREDICTIONS
often made when radio first began
to attract attention was that radio would presently supplant the
newspaper. Instead of reading the
paper we were to
sit and listen to
somebody tell P~
what was going
on in the wor Id.
[t hasn't worked
out that way, and
t h o s e who
thought that it
would showed
that they had
given very little
real thought to
the subject.
P e op I e want
their news, and
.comment, a n d
whatever
e 1s e
the produce1·s have to give them,
when it is convenient for them to
take it. No one will willingly break
into the middle of a breakfast or
a. morning stroll, or a business
conference, or a card game, because at a particular second someone is about to deliver a batch of
news in which he may or may not
be interested. He prefers to take
his newspaper, .choose his own time
for reading it, and read it all at
once or piecemeal, just as he
likes. No other form of communication .so adapts itself to the individual's convenience, and none is
in sight.

*

*

*

PREDICTIONS WERE ALSO
made that television, which is just
ticking its ·head from around the
- corner, would be fatal to the theater. Instead of going to the theater
to see plays produced we're to sit
comfortably at home an, see the
plays on our own Ii ing-room
screens. That, also, seems to be a
mistake. They are doing quite a
lot of television in London. Several
plays were thus produced recently,
and in each case there was a sharp
advance jn the demand for theater tickets for that particular play
immediately after the broadcast.
One play which has seemed likely
to close because of poor patron! age was given a real run by a halfhour broadcast of one or two of its
. scenes.
.1

"column" contained this para-1
graph:
"A broadcast from the All-American Turkey show at Grand Forks,
N. D., at which turkeys were exhibited, offered as its musical
gem "Grant Me the Joy of Salva..
tion.". George Blain, son of W. W.,
picked up the item and sent it in.

* * *

P. B. GARBERG, FARGO ATtorney, recently drove to Bismarck
and noticed the campaign signs of
last fall still decorating the polesl
along the highway. Upon arrival in
Bismarck, he suggested to a group
of legislators that this session of
the legislature should pass a law 1
requiring telephone, telegraph and
power companies to use twice as
many poles. "That," he said, "would
allow every candidate to have a
pole for his campaign cards. Now
they have to double up and there
are two cards on a lot of the poles."
Senator Nick Nelson of Grand
Forks suggested that such a bill
be referred to the senate temperance committee, of which he is
chairman.

. *

* *

A PROBLEM RELATING TO
the distance apart of two trees,
furnished by E. H. Tufte, of Northwood, was given in this column
with the warning that it is a trick
problem. Briefly stated, it is:
A man plants two trees, one 210
feet east and the other 210 feet
west from point A. He then moved [
from point A to 70 feet to point
B, which he finds is just 70 feet
from each tree. How far apart are
the trees?
One correct solution, and only
one, has been turned in, and I feal
that not many will see through it.
Here is the solution:
Point B may be at the north
pole or the south pol~-nowhere
else. Point A is 70 feet from it.
Going east or west from that point /
the man will follow the circumf erence of a circle around the pole,
and the trees will be approximately 20 feet apart.

* * *

I

HERE I.S ONE OF THE PEpeculiar quirks in numbers:
Take a number beginning with 1
and followed by as -many ciphers 1
as are necessary, .. nd divide it b
81. The quotient will contain all
the digits in regular order except
8, thus: 123456790, repeated in that
UNDER THE CAPTION 'AMEN order as far as the division
I from the gobblers" a Chicago ried.

I

* * *
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